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Pressure tactics cited

Proposal to slash salaries draws heat
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by Stephen Betts
Staff writer
A bill that would slash student government salaries in half is receiving mixed
reactions from student leaders, amidst
claims of heavy handed tactics.
The bill, sponsored by student senator
James Hewes, reads as follows: Be it
resolved that all scholarship salaries be cut
by SO percent of last year's salaries.
exempting work study positions.

In the proposed 1980-81 budget. $17,405
is to be allocated for scholarship salaries,
an increase of $3,355 from this year. Other
salaries are also paid to groups in surplus
allocations, but no figure is available on
how much that will amount to next year.
In effect. Hewe's proposal would reduce
the budget by $9,00a.
'"I basically want to get the salary
business out in the open,— Hewes said. "It
is time for this matter to be addressed.
Sonic method is needed to look at each

salary on its own merit."
Hewes defended his proposal by saying
student government workers should do the
job to help students, not just for the
money. "Many people put in a lot of hours
and don't get paid. I can see people getting
paid, but the problem is deciding how
much.—
Student Government President David
Spellman said cutting salaries in this
manner was too arbitrary. "I think it is too
arbitrary to go across the board and say
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Watching his master's car during a lonely
Thursday afternoon is but one of many tasks or one of LIMO 's most popular canines.
'photo by Donna Sotomayor)

Grant to aid energy plans
by Ernie Clark
Staff writer
Plans for a computer-controlled energy
system at UMO are nearer to a reality as
the result of a matching grant approved by
the Department of Energy.
The 1438,000 grant, SO percent of which
is funded by the federal government, will
provide funds for seven UMO conservation
projects, including a computer-controlled
temperature system for the athletic
complex, according to Director of Plants
and Services Alan Lewis. The other SO
percent of the funding will be accounted for
by UMO and the chancellor's office.
According to Lewis, the $77,500 computer-controlled temperature system will
allow steam, heat, air and water temperatures to be controlled from one centrally

located area, probably the steam plant.
— Anything that utilizes energy will be
controlled by this computer," Lewis said.
Lewis said computer programs will be
developed to anticipate weather conditions
in order to control the system more
efficiently.
Also, new energy efficient lights will be
installed in Memorial Gymnasium a., a part
of this project.
The grant also provides $40.000 for a
study of the possible computerization of all
campus energy.
"The system for the physical education
facility is really just a starter,— Lewis said.
"We want to figure out how to control the
rest of the campus.••
Other projects that will be financed by

bang, we are cutting your salary in half."
Spellman said.
Spellman said while he does not hold the
job for the pay, (student government
president receives $1.200 per year) he
would have to consider resigning if the bill
was passed. "Money makes a lot of
difference," he said. "Anyone who says
that lam doing it only for the money hasn't
seen student government in action.
There's also cabinet meetings to attend.
meetings with students and administrators
and even meetings to arrange meetings.••
"School has come second. 1 am almost
married to this place.— Spellman said.
According to one source, pressure has
been placed on sponsors of the bill to
withdraw their backing. The source was
quoted as saying he had found out Charles
Mercer, an aide to Spellman. threatened
James Violette. senator from Corbett and a
member of FAROG. that his group's
funding would be reconsidered should he
cootinue supporting the bill.
When contacted, Violette denied pressure had been applied, but admitted
Mercer had spoken to him Wednesday
night concerning the bill. Mercer also
denied any pressures tactics were used.
However, Spellman said that he had
heard during the executive session of
Wednesday night's cabinet meeting of
Mercer applying some sort of pressure.
"It's a political reality.— Spellman said.
"He said if they fought us an this he won't
support you on this.•• Spellman was
referring to FAROG's funding coming
before the senate for debate.
Robb Morton, president of SEA, calico
the bill arbitrary and said it would be unfair
to many groups. "I disagree with the
argument that if people had to quit because
of the cut that other students would do the
job for no pay," Morton said.
Morton said he would continue to work'
as president of SEA, even if his story was
cut.
Kathy Knight, student senator from
Colvin Hall, dissmissed the claims of some
people that the quality of workers would go
down if salaries are drastically reduced.
"That is a lot of baloney. There are high
quality people working for student government ihat are receiving no pay."

the federal grant include a $190,000
expenditure for installing insulation panels
over the windows in the fieldhouse. This
project will be done on three sides of the
building, as the insulation has already
been installed on the south side of the
fieldhouse.
Waste heat recovery systems will be
installed in Wells and Stodder Commons at
a cost of $81,000. These systems will
recycle heat from the kitchen areas and
change the energy into space heat.
Finally, the grant allows $50.000 for the
study of cogeneration and possible alternative sources for the central heating
plants. according to Lewis.
Lewis said advertisements were already
being issued for installation jobs, and he
expects the project to he completed this
summer.

Student senator Jim Hewes (photo
Donna Sotomayorl
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* Police blotter *
hr Julia Frey
Staff writer
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The stillness of the Stillwater River is broke
n on this peaceful spring morning (photo'
by Don Powersi

Residential Life debates
cutting dorm services
by Stephen Olyer
Staff writer
Residential Life is considering cuts
in
many of the services available to dormi
tory
residents in an effort to lower
proposed
room and board rate increases for
next fall.
Vice President of Student Affai
rs
Thomas Aceto said Tuesday cuts
in such
services as the number of avail
able
phones. certain menu items, and
the
operation of complex food stores,
could
save students as much as $30 off
the
proposed $338 room and board increase
for
the 1980-81 year.
The cuts, currently being discussed
by
the Inter-Dormitory Board, must
go to
Residential Life and then be approved
by
the Office of Student Affairs.
"Right now we've asked IDB to look at
the whole area of services offered and see

if there's any place cuts can be made."
Aceto said. "If we can make these cuts and
still satisfy the students, that's fine."If the students feel they can do without
certain extra things, we can save some
money." he said.
Aceto said possibly 510. S20 or maybe
even $30 might be chopped off the room
and board increase.
"Only, however, if stude
nts feel the cuts
can be made.- Aceto said.
Aceto announced that an open
forum
would be held next week to have
students
voice opinions on the proposed
increases
and any possible cuts.
He is hopeful student
turnout for the
forum would be good, altho
ugh a similar
forum concerning tuition
held last week
drew no students at all.
The open forum will be
held Tuesday at 3
p.m. in Ste‘ens Hall.

The Colby College Student Association
presents
THE JOHNNY WINTER GROUP
with special guest The Blend
Saturday April 26
8:30 pm
Wadsworth Gym
Colby College
Tickets '4.00 with student ID '5 general admission and
day
Tickets available at... UMO-Student Union&Viner's Musi of show
c -Bangor
Col Cone e-Roberts Union For Information call 873-9811

* cffrey Mathieu of 10 West St.,
aterville was arrested Wednesday
tor drising to endanger and operating a motor vehicle while under the
Influence of alcohol, police said.
*.lames E. Beaulieu of 2L Stillwater
illage was arrested Wednesday for
verating a motor vehicle while
under the influence of alcohol, police
said.
* For allowing her Irish setter to
roam at-large. Meredith Crain of Old
[own was issued a criminal summons Wednesday. Police said it had
been found tearing up trash bags at
Dunn Hall loading ,.one.
*It was reported Tuesday • an
unknown person jumped up and
down on the roof of a Datsun.
belonging to Kenneth Cook of 302
Ellsworth Hall. BCC, police said
1-he car had been parked in "S"
parking lot at BCC at the time
Damage is estimated at $100.
*An unknown person made an
attempt at stealing a car battery from
a vehicle parked in "S- parking lot
at BCC Tuesday. police said. The
battery, which was found on its side
outside of its holder, belonged to
Allen Moroney of Rockland Hall.
*A false fire alarm was reported on
the second floor of Corbett Hall
Tuesday, police said. The floor
section will be assessed 1150 for the
false alarm. Resident Director Margaret DeSopo told police.
*A male student was found sleeping in the first floor men's room
of
Corbett Hall Thursday, police said.

He said he had missed his
ride to
Bangor. Police asked him to
lease
and he complied.
*An 8 by 15-foot sign which
read
"Versonnel•• and had a gold leaf
on a
v. alnut-stained background was
stolen from the outside door of room
123
East Annex Thursday. police said.
Replacement cost is estimated
at
*Geeta Balakrishnan of Orono iaa,
issued a summons for dming an
unregistered vehicle. police

CAMPUS
CRIER
Classifieds

LOST on 2nd floor of library: two
silver rings (one with orange beads)
If found call Kathy. 211 Somerset
581--566.
58-wth
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom trail,
quiet Milford park. 866-4207.
'295 after 4 p.m.
58-w thtp

Want to rock
and save your roll')

Whoeser borrowed medical paper
s
from Gynecology Clinic at Cutle
r
Center. please return them.
S9 41p

Check Day's
Furniture

Piano Organ lessons, popular ari,1
classical, beginners and ads anced
.
call 82--2556
59-5tp

_
Kitchen and Dining Sets
End Tables
Mattresses and Box Springs
Sofas
Baby and Childrens Furniture
Riachners
Headboards for Beds
Stools
Tables
Chests of Drawers
Desks
Rockers

IN ORONO now showing
and rentir4
furnished apartments and
mobile'
homes for next summ
er and or next
September. No children. No
pets.
942-0935 or 827-5935 51-m
wf
FREE LANCE COPY EDITOR charg
t
hourly rate for work on
paper.
theses, and manuscripts,
including
rewrites. Fast work 359-8
536. 57-5tp
FOR SALE: 1969 Ford Ranger, n
rust runs o.k. $900, call Bill 866-554
"
53-tmfp

22 Ma. /Asia St. Old Timm

**** ***** *
Before your next interview,
let Scissor Wizard give you
the professional image
you need.

* ** * * * **

Advertising
.=•=.
=1.M"

-

$8 20%savings
(same price as between 1974 and 1978)

for next fall
k

9-5 Mon., Tues., Wed.

4( Corner of Hammond and
Main St.
•
Tel. 942-0785
*** ** ****** *****
***

itilWitieu..

Must have car, 15 hrs./wee

• First of the Week Special
4(

..00%Vide

Sal:01:1/ e Needed

Salary &commission
See Kathy or Sandy in th

e Ad Dept.

* * * **

581-7531
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Bargaining unit expected
to vote on unionizing
by Julia Frey
Staff writer
A local collective bargaining unit at the
universtiy is expected to vote on whether or
not to accept union representation in a
yet-to-be-scheduled election sometime in
late May or early June, according to Robert
Goldman, hearing examiner for the Maine
Labor Relations Board.
The clerical, office, laboratory, and
technical workers(COLT)of the University
of Maine will decide whether or not they
want union representation in an election
scheduled to take place once the Maine
Labor Relations Board has determined unit
composition. Goldman said.
In October of 1979, the Maine Teacher's
Association filed a petition for an election.
Shortly thereafter, the Teamsters union
intervened in the unit determination, in
order that they "might participate in the
unit determination hearing and whether or
not the could be on the ballot." said
Joseph Stupak, director of employee
relations.
The Maine Labor Relations Board
receives the union requests and chooses
which position, that is, job classifications,
will be included in the unit. And only will
these be able to vote on whether or not to
have union representation. The final
hearings on unit determination has been
made, according to Goldman.
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Greek Weekend
1:15 p.m. Women-In-Science Conference begins in Hauck Auditorium.
4 p.m. Lifestyle Study Group meeting. MCA building. College Avenue.
4:30 p.m. Sabbath Eve Services
sponsored by Hillel. Drummond
Chapel.
5:30 p.m. Cookout sponsored by
School of Forest Resources. Woods.
men's Shed behind Hilltop.
7 and 9:30 p.m. SEA Movie "1776".
101 English/Math.
8 p.m. Bonfire sponsored by School
of Forest Resources. Woodsmen's
Shed behind Hilltop.

(see UNION page III

CANTEEN

The sight often-speed bicycles on campus is but another sign
of the lazy, hazy. crazy
days of summer which lie ahead. [photo by Donna Sotomayo
r]

Put On A Happy Face For Spring
Have your favorite color negative or slide enlarged and
transferred on to your choice of a white T-shirt,a canvas
back tote bag,or a cloth calendar. Your choice for only
$8.95 each.
The Foto-Mart, Airport Mall,Bangor,Me. 947-8495

Goldsmith's 3rd Annual
Women's 10,000 Meter Race
Sunday,May 18th 10 am

Saturday. April 27
School of Forest Resources of
Spring Fling
10 a.m. Woodsmen's events by the
river.
1 p.m. Sporting events by Nutting
Hall.
9 p.m. Contra Dance in York
Commons. Music by "The Boys of
Blue Hill." SI admission.

cutqfJ
p. èED
e
FOR

UMO TRACK AREA
$2.00 Entry Fee
Entry forms at Old Town & Bangor Stores &
Field House Bulletin Board

5 OR MORE

•
244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 945-6688

Applications Available for

Maine Campus
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Goldman expects that "Within the next
two or three weeks" unit composition will
be determined, at which time an election
date can be made. At this point his role is
to make "a determination" of the areas of
disagreement. These areas are determining whether or not an employee should be
in the COLT unit or to be a confidential
employee.
The university claims there should be
confidential employees--those that should
not be allowed to vote on whether or not
there should be union representation for
COLT, Goldman explained, due to their
positions in which they would have access
to confidential material pertaining to
collective barizainin2.
Once the MLRB decides on unit
composition, there may be a possible
appeal to this decision. Goldman said, in
which case the election date would have to
wait. If the parties think wrong judgement
was made,(for instance, as to whether the
employees were correctly placed in the
COLT unit of Service Maintenance unit,
depending on their respective positions,)
then this could be appealed.
The MLRB hearings is an attempt at
resolving what COLT could not resolve
themselves. Stupak said.
Besides these two unions that have
petitioned, others will be given the
opportunity also, once the election date is
set. According to Stupak, there are about
1.000 employees who will be eligible to
vote.
MTA will benefit COLT in several ways,
said Lynn Coffin, Maine Teachers Association representative.
The situation for these employees now is
that the chancellor and the trustees are
"under no obligation" to look into an
employee's complaint about wages or
working conditions. "If they are organized
and they have a recognized union," she
said, "then they can bargain and negotiate
wages. hcurs, working conditions, and
better benefits, (such as) health insurance."
The major problem now is low salary.
Coffin said. When a bargaining grievance
is filed, in the event of a problem, a peer
review panel presently makes the final
recommendation, but only on an advisory
level. This is not a "binding" procedure.
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LIVE TELEVISION DEBATE

TONIGHT AT 1130
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

Desaixr*Mg*Apra 30th
Pick one up in the Jonas'Moe,IA Holl
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Swift kick
There are two conspicuous zero entries
on the cabinet's proposed 80-81 budget.
d.MPAC-0.00)
e. Wilde-Stein-0.00)
The Maine Campus has received a good
number of letters to the editor
complaining about the cabinet's decision
to cut MPAC funding to zero. The authors
all very eloquently point out why they
believe the cabinet made a
more-serious-than-usual error by deciding
not to fund the Maine Peace Action
Committee.
The phrases "vital educational
function... "active and effective'. and an
alternative viewpoint • • were used to
describe the group.
What can be added?
Nothing except that in an atmosphere of
academia which seems to be slowly
slipping away, it is essential to promote
groups like MPAC which stimulate
intellectual debate on campus.
And it is not only left-wing radicals who
benefit from the newsletter, the speakers.
the films, the programs. etc.. which the
peace group brings to our closed-off little
world.
Anyone who shares ideas with MPAC,
whether he agrees with the group or not,
stands to invigorate the philosophical and
political atmosphere at UMO.
Assistant Professor Steve Barkan, who
is also an MPAC member,summed it up
in his letter to the Campus.
"I am old-fashioned enough to believe
that a major goal of a college education
should be to learn a variety of viewpoints

in the social sciences, humanities, and
natural and physical sciences, and on the
basis of these opposing perspectives to
reach one's own conclusions regarding the
important questions facing humanity.
This process lies at the heart of a liberal
arts education, both inside and outside the
classroom.
"MPAC has provided for several years
an alternative viewpoint on many social
and political issues. To refuse to fund it
will undercut the goal of a liberal arts
education. A university should be a
setting for the learning of diverse ways of
approaching the world around us, and not
an environment where the politically
unpopular are impeded from airing their
views.'•
It is understood that the cabinet has a
limited amount of money to dole out. And
we all have our own biases and prejudices
as to which groups deserve how much
of
our precious activity fee money. But
it was
a major disappointment to hear the
peace
group was turned down...
.MPAC and the Wilde-Stein club
slashed all in one day. Just two more
kicks
in the teeth of liberalism.
The peace people have not given up
though. They will take their argument
s
before the student senate next month.
Student support is crucial to their
survival.
Listen to them. Read the letters that
concerned students are writing. Learn
how much MPAC offers, before the
group
is unable to offer any more.
TE
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My- friend Mark is gay. I have
known
that since I w as a sophomore in high
school. He is a lot of other things
too. but
sometimes that doesn't seem to
matter. I
also have friends ho think people
like
Mark are less than human. There
have
been so many times w hen I have listen
ed to
conversations among friends
and acquaintances who curse homos
exuals—and
I just listened.
I don't know if they realized what ni%
silence meant. It meant I didn't agree
with
their harshness toward gays. But it
als••
meant I was afraid to let them know I was
afraid to let them know I was S‘rop:oheti,
toward a friend like Mark.
Ill am apprehensive about lettin,..
er,
know that I have known and liked "',e
gas people. I can only begin to th , • •
must he for Mark to tell strangers
gas
ast week, members of the W!
Rib Vk ere going to go before th,
senate and argue for funding. But
the% heard there would be a Maine
Campus reporter there, they balked
'11'hey asked me please not to ,,,Ne!
remarks before the senate—ple,
use their names. If names were t•
"we can't speak.- they told mu
I talked it over with a few staff
and vve agreed, on principle. we
promise to withold the name of s,
speaking before a public group.
But the decision bothered nie H.
so many people I have talked to
want rights. then the% have 1,, he t
stand up and fight for them.
In this case, that argument just ti.
hold water. In this community. th,
nothing worse to be in the cyes of
fellow students than a homosexu.,
student can stand in front of his !wet,
the senate and sas he is French, he is
Communist, he is Jewish, he is ot
party. nationality or religion. and
reaction would be nothing compared 7
ridicule and violence suffered by lion ,.
uals.
I will never forget the night when St.c.
pounded on my apartment door. and
•
I let him in he told me he was fleeir4.
some rnen
in:
hia
b i rfiad heated t:vii of hfriends
Tolerance toward the homosexual hies
sptile iiena z
n.c
eela
isttie
vents
. tate like Maine i s
cilI
And those two women—whom I had
never met before—were asking for ni
help. They were afraid of risking their
apartment. The% were afraid their professors would read their names in the Maine
Campus and would not be able to :Keep!
their lifestyle and they- were afraid their
families Would find out and would not he
a
to understand. The% were afraid of
being cut off and alone.
Maybe gays should be more visible in
fighting for their rights. But after I've seen
what can happen to a vocal homosexual.
think that argument stinks.
I could never ask Mark
to take that kind
of a risk. I couldn't hear
to see him hurt as
the object of such narrow•min
ded bigotry .
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Celebration changes with the times
'o% Leigh Ann Fehm
Staff writer
Today's Greeks celebrate a it differently than those of yesteryear.
Greek weekend has seen many changes
'out many of the traditional e%ents ha%e
survived.
A sorority game in '64 involved outof-season Easter bunnies hopping
down the mall with their co-ed trainers.
Trophies were awarded for speed on
and how well the rabbit was dressed.
After the games. it was toga time in
the Memorial Gym where Greeks danced to the beat of the Royal Knight's
and the Five Satins.
In '68. activities started Thursday
with the election of a Greek God and
goddess to preside o‘er the games. The
games included car piling chariot
racing, cracker eating. a fish game and
tug-of-war.
That year the Greeks were entertained by the Turtles in the pit.
Saturday. there was a barbeque for

all Greeks in front of fraternity row.
A 'II alumnus. Sam Sezak. chairman of the Black Bear Hall of Fame
remembers when things were really different. An old ATO himself. Sezak enjoyed fraternity life. "It made life prett y good." he said.
"There was a lot of hell-raising back
then around Greek weekend. It was
also the time that freshmen became
men and women." he said
According to Sezak. freshmen had
to buy their beanies and green neckties
at the Bookstore the minute they
arrived. About Greek weekend time.
beanies were discarded and they no
longer had to worry about calling upperclassment "sir" or has ing matches
handy to light their cigarettes.
Although Sezak was at Maine during
prohibition. he admitted that "you
could get a pretty good home brew on
Mill Street."
During Sezak's time. fraternities had
house mothers who were escorted bs
brothers into meals. Suit coats were
worn to meals and the houses were

kept %er% neat.
"There were three formals a year."
he said. "The women looked beautiful
in their long gowns; men wore tuxes
Everything was hea%il% chaperoned.
At fraternity house parties. no women
were allowed abo%e the first floor. You
didn't dare." he said.
"Girls couldn't smoke. either. no
sir." he said. "There was a cut polio
then too. Only two cuts. and those had
to 'oe made up."
In Sezak's opinion, fraternities don't
have much of a mortality rate
"They're pretty strong." he said.
Fraternity houses ha‘e seen a lot of
changes. though. Many ha%e been burnt down and rebuilt; some were ne‘er
rebuilt.
Where University Motor Inn is now
there used to 'be a Catholic fraternit%
house. Phi Kappa Phi. Because of low
membership. the house was turned into
a dormitory for girls in home
economics.

Friday
Opening Ceremonies— 6:0I0p m
on the mall
Greek Formal— 9:110p ni
I )0a.m. at Hilltop. Dana
Wilson is providing the musk
and I 25 tickets will be sold
Saturday
Car Parade— 9:10-10: I 5a ni. All
fraternities and sororities
will be participating, judging r.
on originality and percentage to
members participating. pat ,t,le
leaves fron steam plant
Concert -8 ;00 p.m in Memorial
Gym Devonsquare.Bill Chin
nock. Pousette- Dart.
Raft race— 10:111 a.m.. no fo%c!
than two to a raft and no more
than four. Race begins at Sig I r
and finishes at ATO.
Greek Games to be held 'oy
engyl Gym— beginning at noon.

A Salute to the Greek Heritage
We honor all those who have joined in the Greek system,
supporting its pride, enthusiasm,and ideals, The Greek
system has been a proud tradition for many years here on
campus. Let's keep it a lasting ane. Celebrate in Moderation

UMO Police and Safety Department

In honor of the Greek Tradition
Ra% Thibeau is TKE's own chef
He adds a touch of class to our
house with his outgoing personalilt% and kindness. Ray's
deliciousl% prepared meals make
us feel right at home at e‘er%
meal of the day. Thank you
Ray.

We thank those who have worked to establish
strong ideals,good spirit, and unity

Son

for the Greek System.
Office of Student Aid
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Bottle drive proceeds go
to Muscular Dystrophy
'by Melissa Gay
Staff writer
Interested in winning a party
for
your dormitory or fraternity,
complete
with hot dogs, chips and a
S120 gift
certificate from Discount Beverages.
and also helping a worthy cause?
All you have to do is donate empty
bottles and cans to the Sigma Chi bottle drive on Monday and
Tuesday
nights
to
'benefit
Muscular
Dystrophy.
"We'll be going to every dorm and
fraternity on Monday and Tuesd
ay
nights between 7 and 10:30 p.m. collec
ting empty cans and bottles." saidDonald 1 ondreau. chairman of the
event.
Sisters from Tri Delta sorority will
be helping us."
"The dorm and fraternity contributing the most will win a party."
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Tondreau said. "Winners will be announced Wednesday and the parties
will be the same day at the dorm and
frat."
This is the third year Sigma Chi has
sponsored the bottle drive. The first
year netted $1.600 for Musclar
Dystrophy while last year's total was
$1.400.
the check to MusLular Dystrophy is
held until next September when Sigma
Chi presents it on the Jerry Lewis
Telethon over Labor Day weekend.
Sigma Chi doesn't escape from the
drudgery of sorting cans by bringing
them to a store or redemption center.
They will dump the empties on the
lawn, sort them out, and store them in
a Fox and Ginn trailer truck until the
distributors come to pick them up.
"We sponsor this drive because we
like to." Tondreau said. "It's for a
worthy cause and it makes us feel
good."

UMainefraternity tradition trainsfor thefuture

Beginning with the OTV Society. Ave..
the university 'became more conlater known as Phi Gamma Delta.
cerned with adhering to state law.
fraternity life has been a tradition at
Today. most fraternity parties are
WOO. This tradition has been everrelatively small in scope. Many of the
changing. according to Associate Dean
parties are fraternity-sorority. BYOB.
of Student Activities William Lucy. or
pre-arranged between fraternities.
advisor to the fraternities.
"The parties are smaller. but the
Lucy said that fraternities were conpeople are having just as much fun.
centrating more on community service
and they are adhering to the law."
projects and the meaning of
Lucy said.
brotherhood during initiation prAccording to Lucy. there are many
ceedings. Some fraternities have
advantages for students to join one of
changed the term "pledge" to
UMO's 16 fraternities or 10 sororities.
"associate member." and the term
Lucy said the biggest change in the
"hell week" to "help week" in an atlast 10 years of fraternity life involves
tempt to get away from the hazing
the growing commitment in comreputation of fraternity initiation.
munity service projects. He noted
"Hazing, as we can conjure up
recent endeavors as Alpha Tau
examples of it. has disappeared from
Omega's recent Fraternity Fight Night.
the university scene." Lucy said.
which earned S2.000 for the United
Another more recent change in
Way; Phi Gamma Delta's 24 hour
fraternity life deals with the extinction
marathon. which raised over $5.000
of the fraternities' selling alcohol at
for the Jimmy Fund; and last
open parties.
Tuesday's fraternity-sorority blood
According to Lucy. the selling of
drive. where 414 pints of blood were
alcohol without a license on campus
collected.
has become a tradition at UNIO. but
According to Lucy. there are many
due to university liability concerns and
advantages for students in joining one
alcohol-related accidents on College
of UMO's 16 fraternities. Fraternity

life helps students identify with a group
of people compatible to certain
lifestyles. Fraternities also enable
students to establish leadership
qualities such as controlling a budget.

purchasing food for -to brothers. and
Jelling their product. fraternity life.
"Fraternity life is a great training
around for the future." Lucy said.

Learn the Secrets of Your Greek Society
"Study Greek"
Courses available
GR I Introduction to Greek
CI I Greek & Latin literature in English
)
For more information contact
Dept.of Foreign Languages and Classics

Bon Appe::

EIQUE JJ

DELTA DELTA DELTA

apt°
A

PHI GAMMA DELTA
RgEKG

tLx04_5)

wishes success on the
upcoming weekend.

PHI ETA KAPPA
Since 1906, Phi Eta Kappa has
been a strong point in the UMO
Fraternity System.
We are very proud of our past.
Our brothers have represented the
United States in the Olympic
Games, and given their lives on
the battlefields of war.
At Phi Eta Kappa the green
door swings one way. A man is
measured by the size of his heart,
spot his coat.

8greek
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Alpha Phi recruits 'little brothers'
by George W. Roche
Staff writer
This semester. Alpha Phi
Sorority has initiated a "little
brothers" program.
Out of a pledge class of 25. 17
male students achieved special
status as "little 'orothers" in the
34-member sorority.
Alpha Phi President Mimi
Gough said "our national
organization has had little
brother programs for the last
several years and we thought that
it would ise interesting to start a

program here.'
The role of the 17 men in the
sorority is still being defined and
Gough said "by next year. they
will have their own meetings.
They are not yet a working unit
and are just beginning to grapple
with parliamentary procedure."
When asked what attraction
sorority life would have to male
students. Gough remarked.
"Some (of the little brothers)
came to the sorority because they
weren't into fraternity life. but.
still wanted to have an all-around
sort of actisity in the Greek

system."
At this time. the new members
do not have to pa!, dues. nor do
they have any voting priviledges
in the sorority
Activities that the pledges were
involved with this semester included a sorority-sponsored bikea-thon and assisting the
sisterhood with room improvements.
One of the newly-initiated
brothers. who asked not to be
identified. said. "The first time. I
went just because I wanted to go
to a party."

MURPHY
LOBSTER
SEAFOOD
ic
a".)STEAK
BEEF

SALAD BAR
knelt
CWEF.. MIL
;-44174

I his Greek gives her time Tuesday afternoon
to purticipaic in the annual blood drive.
The total effort _felljust 11 pints short or the
N'evr England record. [photo by Gail Brooks.]

BE WY FOR THE OUTDOOR FUN!

MAINE
SUNVISORS No CAPS
CN MU NOW!!
AT THE ATHLETIC STORE-MEMORIA GYM LOBBY

SPECIAL OFFER
.20'OFF WITH THIS COUPON
(LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

ittle 0.614tet
(!ouncil
lit

supports our brothers and all Greeks during
Greek Week

Serving Dinner From 5.00 PM •
to 10.00 PM Sunday thru
Thursday & 5:00 PM
11:00 PM Friday & Si,turdav

When asked why he thought
the sorority has initiated male
members into its organization hc
replied. "It's just a social thing
They wanted some guys to ;st:
associated with the sororit‘ so
they could have sonic guys al
their social functions."
"In the future it may deselop
into a stronger bond." he said
"For me it has been a ser%
rewarding experience. It helped
me understand better what got:,
on in sorority life and ha,
dispelled some beliefs that I had
held on sororities." he said.

Chopped Sirloin
with Half Lobster
$5.99
Sirloin Tips
$4.95
Small House Sirloin

New York Sirloin
18-20 oz. Boneless
$8.50
A!1 "dude Baked Potato

•
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Greeks raise funds to benefit charities
University of Maine at Orono
fraternities and sororities have raised
more than 51 I.00o to help others since
Easier.

Jimmy Fund. Presentation of a check
at a future Boston Red Sox baseball
game is being considered.

Beneficiaries of four major fund
raising projects carried out by the
UMO Greek system include the Jimmy.
Fund which aids youngsters afflicted
with cancer. the United Way of Penobscot Valley and the Pine Tree Society.
for Crippled Children and Adults.

S4.404) in pledges to assist campership

A relay marathon sponsored by Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity obtained some
55.000 in pledges and the full amount
collected from the esent will go to the

Two esents brought more than

programs of the Pine Tree Society for
Crippled Children and Adults. A dance
marathon sponsored 'oy Gamma Sigma
Sigma sorority returned more than
$241141, while a Skate-a-Thon sponsored
by Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity expects to raise more than VANS).
Last week a Fraternity Fight Night in
which 24 amateur fighters from I I different fraternities 'Nixed in three-round
esents raised nearls 52.000 for the

4 I

$4.95
House Sirloin
4-16oz.
$5.95
York Sirloin
oz. Boneless
$8.50

n us.

fair was organized by Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity.
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BicYcks
3, 5 & 10 Speeds
Sales & Service
Mle•abeame
Unlvegs
Takars
No push, no hustle. Our huge inventory speaks
for itself. And
our staff of long-time bike people will help
you find the bike
that's just right for you.
Our head mechanic, Pat Pelletier, has over ten years of
experience in repairing bicycles. He's the best there is. He ran
his own bike shop for years in Old Town, and now he's with
The Rack.
We have men's, women's and children's 3, 5 10 and 12 speed
bikes, as well as stingray and MX bicycles, so you can be sure
to find just what you want at The Rack.

rloin Tips

:end 1980...

United Way and the sets ice agencies
assisted by that organization. The af-

Mains Square, Hogan Road. Bangor 945-64
74 or 745-6475
Monday. Thursday & Friday 10-9 Tuesday. Wednes
day & Saturday 10-6
Closed Sunday
-
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Greek Weekend's most skilled events, the keg throw. gets some attention as a
Phi Epsilon member makes a mighty etti)rt. [photo by Donna Sotomayort

beta eta Chapter
of
((.1

Student Activities and Organizations
Memorial Union

Beta Theta Pi
salutes

The UMO Greek System
on
GREEK WEEKEND '80
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

•

VES!
I DON'T CARE WHAT YOU DO.
I WOULDN'T WANT TO BE LIKE YOU

Best wishes to all UMO
Fraternities and Sororities
as they celebrate
Greek Week 1980.

iogreek
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Houses- they've come a long way
r y4la

--"'"IrrakiPakom•••••92•01.1.11•••
1•0••••••111111.••••010
roar

An uncommon sight is Pi Beta Phi's log cabin.fraternity house above.
and Delta Upsilon
now resides in the old Phi Mu Delta house.

IP

Theta Chi used to be located between Sigma Nu and
Beta Theta Pi. A fire leveled the
structure in November. 1956.

All photos courtesy'
ofspecialcollection

Greetings and Best Wishes
To Our Greeks
From the UMO Administration
Phi Kappa Sigma is shown before the
wings were added in 1956.

THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE)
FRATERNITY BOARD

DELTA UPSILON
proudly celebrates

WISHES THE BEST
TO ALL GREEKS DURING GREEK
WEEK AND THROUGHOUT TM'
COMING YEAR.

their Chapter's 10th anniwrsary
May 16th, 1980
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McDonald wins Grady creative writing contest

bv Ernie Clark
Staff writer

The second place prize of $750 was won
by Eleanor Thurston, a master's candidate
in English from Troy. Thurston, who
received an honorable mention last year.
wrote an essay entitled "Fire.' a true story
about personal experiences during a fire.

John Christian McDonald. a sophomore
from Vinalhaven. has on the Steve Grady
Memorisl Fund competition for creative
writers.
McDonald won the $1,000 first prize by
virtue of his essay "From the Island." a
sensitive piece about experiences on a boat
off the Maine Coast.
The competition is held annually for
students who have completed at least three
semesters of study at UMO and have taken
eiher English or journalism courses. The
competition is held in honor of the late
Steve Grady. UMO Class of 1932.
10E015

Oddity." Denis Daigle of Bath for "OPEC
Madness," and Gregory Carr of Auburn
for "The Cave." The three honorable
mention winners earned prizes of $350,
$250 and $150, respectively.

dt, _

Art)

1

e

SAVE 50+ ON OUR

BIG 12-INCH PIZZAS BAKED ON OUR
i
FRESH HOMEMADE DOUGH

use above. and Delta Upsilon
00L.1 a lai

A S500 third prize was won by Leigh Ann
Fehm, a senior journalism major from
Suffield. Conn. Fehm submitted a radio
broadcast transcript entitled "I Get By."
Honorable mention awards went to John
Gilbert of Marblehead, Mass., for "Space
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she said, emphasizing that with union
representation. an "arbitration"
Pn)ce'
dure would prevail.
II
II
This
is is when a neutral third party hears g
the grievance. The arbitrator's recommen•
dations would be binding on both the I
employee and the administration. Coffin
said. An arbitrator can award back pay and la
damages if they are justly called for, she i Not valid with Jr. Single. i
said. "They have more power than
an INot good with any other offe
r- 111
advisory one." she said.
cheese or tomato extra II
Arbitrators can also reinstate an em:
II
ployee who has been unjustly dismisse
Good at Bangor Mall
d. a
III
Coffin said. It's all in the contract, and
the i.
and Union St.
length of this contract cannot be predicte •1
d le
II
Wendv's
until the employees state their
final i
r
Expires on May3
.
decision on the matter.
,1980aj
Job security is another problem that in U.
needs to be reckoned with, she said.
saying. "At this point there is no logical
language for who gets layed off."
A union contract "can provide for a
system whereby people are layed off and
recalled on the basis of seniority." Coffin
said. Job reclassification problems will also
be attempted to be "cleared up," she said.
According to Jennifer Minamoto.
Teamster representative, "As with all the
other units we've represented around the
state, we've been able to get better
contracts which include wage increases.
higher benefits. and protective language
regarding working conditions."
Minamoto said that MTA traditionally
has been a union representing professionals. whereas the Teamsters has traditionally "been working for the welfare of the
blue collar and clerical workers."
One significant problem Minamoto
mentioned was the 9.5 percent wage
increase last July for these employees,
"but (the University) didn't tell them that
at the same time they were freezing
all the
merit increases."
Although the university usually gives
their employees an annual salary increase,
there really isn't an obligation to unless
they were represented by a collective
bargaining contract, Minamoto said.
"There is always the possibility that they
Won't get tile increase although it's not
,
probable," she said.
Minamoto said the university is "making
a mess'• out of the job evaluation system.
Employees who seek higher wages in
certain departments, do so by getting
higher job classification status so that they
might be paid more. While some department employees do this, others do not,
thereby creating inequities, she said

• Get a quarter-pound •
hamburger & an order•
a
i of french fries for Just s
a 99c with this coupon a
§

I

for a quiet dinner
for two.

Penobscot Plaza
Bangor 947-8308

1

PaL
Pizza of Orono

Fresh Dough Pizza, Sandwiches,
Calzones, Cold Beer, Milk and Soft Drinks

(free delivery to UMO campus with orders over 15.601k

"Wednesday Special"
14" pepperoni pizza

866-5505

only 13.40

The Theatre Division

School of
Performing Ms

Proudly Presents

William
Shakespeare's

April 29-May 3
$2.00

The Tempest

Hauck Auditorium
8:15 curtain

.wire
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Soldier has ears sewn
to emergency room bed
VIRGINIA BEACH—The Na‘y
said it appears that a sailor was strapped to a hospital bed in a military
emergency room and his ears sewn to
the bedding. The sailor allegedly had
become violent during his treatment
two weeks ago at a clinic at the Little
Creek Amphibious Base in Virginia
Beach. Navy sources say the sailor was
not seriously hurt and has returned to
duty. The Navy's investigation of the
incident continues. Officials say
suspects have been identified and
disciplinary action will be taken it
warranted.

Anderson fails to meet
Maine filing deadline
AUGUSTA—Short of going to court
the only way John Anderson could get
on the Maine ballot in November
would be as a write-in candidate.
The deadline for candidates to file to
get on the ballot as indi‘iduals or as
third -party candidates was April I .
Deputy Secretary of State James
Henderson said other candidates haw
complained in the past about how early
Maine's filing deadline is. And he said
the only way it could be challenged is in
court if someone wanted to complain
that the Maine law is unconstitutional.
Anderson. who dropped out of the
Republican nomination race Thursday.
said he will run as a third -party, inDireetway Paper Warehouse
Bond-Mimeo-Duplicate
Xerox-IBM Copy Rolls

DO YOU OWN A CAR?
High Garage-Prices Got You Down
DO YOUR OWN AUTO
REPAIRS RENT-A-LIFT
or RENT-A-BAY
Brake Jobs-Exh. Sys.
Trans and Eng. Changes etc.
TIRE MACHINE and BAL.
DIRECTWAY SERVICES
942-2782
1216
Hammond
St..
Bangor. Me

Envelopes-Pads
Toilet & Facial Tissue
Direct Prices
For information call 9422628
1216
Hammond
St..
Bangor. Me.
4111.
4111o.

dependent candidate.
He said that Anderson could not
even run as a "sticker" candidate
in
which his name was printed on stickers
to be handed out to voters at polling
places. He said stickers are only
allowed in primaries, not general elections

...

4111o.
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Applications Are Now Being Accept

ed for

PRISM EDITOR & BUSINESS MANAGE

R

Those interested in either of these pai
d
positions should pick up an applicati
on in
107 Lord Hall. Deadline for sub
mitting
applications Wed. April 30th
in 107 Lord Hall

Wedgewood Apartments
Portland,Maine

Some years ago camels were
imported into this country with
the idea that they might be of
value upon our Western plains.
But owing to bad management
or some other cause. they did not
prove profitable and so they were
turned loose on the Gilla and Salt
River bottoms. Here they have
lived
and prospered in a wild
5.

state and can be seen on the
plains in large numbers. It is
believed that in time they will
become as common in New
Mexicio and Arizona as the buffalo is now East of the Rocky
Mountains. The hump and other
portions of the camel make good
food.

•I Good news about

We'd like to insure your car.
•
mation. Or simply complete and
gi
Why? Because we specialize in
•
mail the coupon below and we'll
providing auto insurance for young
send you a rate quotation. There's
•
drivers.
no obligation, of course.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable.
financially strong company offering Criterion Insura
nce Co. •
important benefits like: convenient
Rte
.
9
payment plans, country-wide claim
Cape Porpoise ,
service, driver training discounts
Me
and a wide choice of coverages to
!
TEL:(207)967- 4256'04014
protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or
visit us today for a free, personal
rate quotation and complete infor
-

Call or Write:

rio

Criterion •
oci) Ins
urance •
Company _II

Yes! Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
Name
Age

Male
Female

•

Single
Married

Address
Apr a
City
State& Zip
Spouse s Occupation
°
I.IC
ACSuAN
pa
ANY
hon
WITHIN THE LAST 3
YEARS
Been Involved in an accid
ent?
Yes 1
No
Had license suspended
How many?
or revoked? Yes ti
No
Been convicted of a traffic
violation? Yes 1] No I
How many?
Give brief details about
any yes answers above includ
,rig approximate dates

Call or write if you are considering a yearly
rental,summer sub-let,or fall rental.

'
Model
No
Body Style
r
Car Yr Make (Granada Dart
etc i Cyl (sedan
2-dr. etc 1
1

For further details call

2

Wedgewood

•

:auto insurance for
:college students•

Wedgewood Apartments offers for your
:consideration newly decorated housing ranging fr
efficiencies to large, modern 3-bedroom apa
rtments
which are within walking distance of
the Portland
campus and Maine Medical Center.

Anne Atkinson at 207-772-4724 or write

Camels in rude America

I

Apartments,94 Park Avenue,Portland, Maine 041
01

List all additional drivers
Age

Male or
Female

One way mileage
Car *1
Car•2-

in your household

Relation

Days per week driven to
work
Car al _car 82-

Married
%of us.
or Single Car el
Car P2

•
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%

%

_%_
%

%

Location of car if different
from above address
Car *1 City
State
Car III2 City
State
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EQUAL TI ME
The daily Maine Campus welcome
s
letters to the editor. Please keep
them brief and type them double-spaced. We may have to edit letters
for space, clarity, taste,
style.
accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A, Lord
Hall. UMO. Orono, Maine 04469
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names withheld in special circumstances.
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The past participle is followed
the pluperfect and dis ided
se% en for the social ecommik
salue of the fig and fir trees to
exist only to 'oe dis tiled by the
pronoun that was subtracted
from the war of the roses
multiplied by two.
• Sound familiar?
It's about this time of year that
I begin to wonder why I shelled
out $4741 clams just to put myself
through torture.
Of course I'm not the only
one. l'ou can spot kllow suf.
terers a mile away Oy either the
toolhpiiks holding open the
Mood -shot eyes or the t ss itching
writing hand or by the distracted
way they keep bashing into trees
rocks. dogs, people and beer
kegs.
These symptoms always appear
towards the end of a semester.
imn spring terni is always worse.
That's the time we hase to worrs
:wow (easy) Tiff RI Al

WORLD.
Whenever I'm feeling particularly nasty. I walk into a
crowded room and say loudly .
"Got a job yet?"
An instant hush falls. followed
immediately by complete bedlam.
Some break into sobs. Others trs
to cover by speaking rapid's
about the job they'd like to get
(you know, the one that pa%
S811.1Nlll for playing frisbee es et s
Iwo weeks).
Some draw into catatonic
states. I saw one man try to make
his body look like a resume.
Another tried to crawl into his
coffee cup. And one poor soul
just sighed and stopped
breathing.
I. howeser. have it
cat.)
%Vheneser someone asks ill have
a job vet. I smile and say yes.
"What is it?" they ask.
"Wouldn't you like to know." I
answer.
Works every time.

Gives invaluable service
•
!he ditor:

other issues.
More recently. the Peace Committee
As an alumnus 01 the University of has organized esents aimed at
Maine (1976). I was surprised and expros iding a deeper understandigg of
tremely disappointed to hear that the the starvation in Canibodia. the
citoinet had recommended not to fund
hostage crisis in Iran. the Soviet inthe Maine Peace Action Committee for
vasion of Afganistan. and the reinnevi year While attending UMO.
stitution of draft registration.
gained knowledge and experience
Many of the political positions that
through MPAC activities that I tonMPAC takes are indeed controversial.
It) i)e indispensable to my
But what progressive social changes
education. During those years the !lase eser taken place outside of conPeace Committee worked on importrov ery? The civil rights movement. th
tant issues that weren't being address
anti-war movement and the women's
ed
oy any other organization in the area.
movement were all unpopular in their
and the same situation exists today.
beginnings. Changes have come about
In the last few sears. MPAC has
only through a great deal of debate and
Pros'Jed an insaluable service to the
struggle.
unisersits and to the community at
When the senate meets next week to
large. In 1975 when the committee was
make final budget decisions, the issue
!nulled it sponsored teach-ins and
won't be whether or not to fund just
dis.pssions that helped expose the
another obscure campus organization.
truth about U.S. insolsement in Viet- Rather it will decide whether or not the
nam. In 1976 it began a newsletter that
University of Maine should help take
pros ided information about the
on the challenge of world peace and
pronlenis of world hunger. the abuse
social justice in a serious way.
()I American textile workers the affect
of multinational corporations on the
Sincerely
world economic order. and many
Kingsley Sleight

Your right to know
Thomas D. -.eel°

opinion

Courtesy
"Who in his right mind would
want to live on a quiet section?"
The student asking this question
at an open forum held many
weeks ago was serious. "Furthermore." he added. "tell
students who want that lifestyle
that they'll have to find it offcampus." In this brief statenient.
the essence of the controversy
over quiet sections was captured.
When all the rhetoric is set
aside, the basic issue behind the
quiet sections issue is not whether
the vice president for Student Affairs rejected the advice of the Inter-Dormitory Board, but rather
whether UMO respects the desire
of some students to live a
relatively quiet'lifestyles. Accepting the IDB recommendation,
would have meant denying
several hundred students their
lifestyle choice. going with the
Lifestyles Committee recommendation to create six additional
quiet sections means no student is
being denied his lifestyle choice in
university residence halls next
fall. While this decision also
means trial approximately 150

students may have to Move to
another section in their dorm
(assuming they aren't interested
in a quiet section) this inconvenience can hardly be compared
with being denied your lifestyle
choice completely! At least one
student leader recognized this
fact when he told me privately he
supported my decision because it
acknowledge the diversity of
student lifestyle interests and did
not favor one group over
another.
But I wonder how many people
would agree with me that all of
this controversy over quiet sections would probably be unnecessary if each of us practice a
bit more courtesy and respect
toward one another. Loud music
in a section at 11 p.m. on a school
night; a soccer game in the section corridor during exam week;
stereo speakers blaring out of a
dorm window toward an
academic building during class
hours. Do we really need to be
told such activities are discourteous and disrespectful?

Setting record straig,
ht
To the Editor:
I'd like to set a few rumors and
misnomers straight about the concert
this Saturday. First of all. the Greeks
were not given 20 free tickets. They
had 500 set aside for the Greek community to do with what they pleased.
The tickets were not given to them free;
they were all more than willing to
donate the dollar we requested for each
ticket. That is more than I can say for
the rest of the student body. The
reason the Greeks had the rights to
these tickets was because they donated
a good amount of the money (5150))
needed to get a show like this off the
ground. If it was nc, for the man
power and the money donated for the
show, then something like this might
not have gotten off the ground. We
arrived at a figure of 500 tickets for the
Greeks by a proportionate share of the
monies they donated and the expected
crowd in attendance. They normally
!lase a concert just for the Greeks on
this weekend. but decided to pool their
money with us in order to provide a
better show for the Greeks and the
campus community at large.
SEA members also had tickets reserved for them. These tickets again were
not given to the members, but instead
were sold for the dollar donations we
asked for. The members of SEA
donated a lot of their time toward the
show. and I feel they should have first
say on a ticket to get in the show with.
It is not true an SEA member got hold
of 100 tickets. The person who wrote
the letter to the Campus should get
their facts straight before rattling off at
the mouth. Not one bit of information
in that letter was correct.
correct.
The reason I decided to do this show
was to try and do something new and

different. People have oeen complaining about concerts up here long
enough. so we decided to try something
"off the wall." L've been working the
last two and a half months getting
something like this off the ground. I
came up with the one cent price with a
$!.00 donation for a few reasons. It
was to keep the ticket prices low
enough for everyone to go to the concert. and to raise a little money for an
elevator in Memorial Union.
We decided to pool the money from
a few groups together so we could get a
bigger and better show off the ground.
We also did it as a service for every
student on campus. Tickets were sold
in advance so we would not have a mad
rush at the doors.
Tickets at first were being sold for
one cent a piece. with a dollar donation
for the cies ator fund. Something like
this was getting abused and people
were not willing to help us out to help
the cause we were working for. All they
had in mind were themselves and getting a ticket to the show. People began
coming in line with 20 ID's and were
coming back in line again using the
same ID's. Instead of offering
everyone a chance to get tickets. people
were hoarding as many tickets as
possible.
• Those people who got tickets were
the lucky' ones and I'm sure the show
will prove to 'oe worthwhile. There will
be no tickets at the door. so we are
asking people who do not have tickets
not to bother coming to the doors. As
for the people who do have tickets. I
am making a plea. Please try and
cooperate with us and the police during
the show.
Dan Mathieu
Concert Chairman
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Waiting in the wings...
by Ernie Clark and Dale McGarrigle
Staff writers

Other scouts felt that when Harris
has trouble shooting the 'ball he has
trouble adjusting his game to more of a
team-oriented passing concept.
"Rufus has a tendency that if he
doesn't shoot well, he doesn't do other
things as well. such as moving without
the ball." Hammel continued.
One phase of Harris' game which
could help in the pros is. by having
played forward. knowing how to work
against bigger players for rebounds.
Two factors which scouts liked were
Harris' strength and his jumping

"Everybody
knows
about
Rufus."—Stu Inman, Vice-President,
Portland Trailblazers

•

Rufus Harris. For four years. the
MAN in UMO basketball. 2206 career
points, second in scoring in New
England basketball history behind Ron
Perry of Holy Cross. Number one in
scoring in 1980 in New England with a
25.6 average. Associated Press AllAmerican honorable mention and
ECAC North Co-Player of the Year
with Perry in 1980.
The pros know Harris is coming.
Jim Foley of the Houston Rockets
said. "Rufus is well known around the
league." But where will Rufus go in the
draft on June 10? In the first round?
No way. say the pros. He'll have to
make it as a fringe player.
To find out the inside scoop. the
Marne Campus contacted the NBA
teams. Some. like Pheonix and L.A..
were too busy with the playoffs to talk
to a college newspaper. But 15 teams
were talking. talking about the
swingman supreme. who averaged 211
points a game his last three years at
UMO.
Harris' offensive abilities have impressed most of the professional
scouts. who feel that this phase of his
game gives him the best shot of catching on with an NBA team next fall.
-mower.-

"IeVekS.,
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Although he shot only 6-22 in the first
two games of the Portsmouth. Va. allstar tournament, which was essentially
a scouting showcase, scouts are aware
of his scoring prowess.
"His shooting is an attribute that
gives him a chance to make the pros."
Gary Fitzsimmons. assistant coach and
chief scout of the Kansas City Kings.
said. "I liked him at Portsmouth.
although he was off and on at that
tournament. It's tough to judge a
player at an all-star tournament."
"He is an offensive machine." added Michael Brunjer. assistant coach
for the Detroit Pistons.
Harris' scoring ability stems from
two factors. according to the scouts;
good range and the ability to free himself for a shot. Scouts acknowledge
that Harris can score consistently from
within 20 feet. and UMO Coach Skip
Chappelle. a draft pick of the St. Louis
Hawks in 1961. agrees.
"He was a I4-foot shooter in prep
school, which was why he wasn't
highly recruited. Now he can hit from
22 feet and in." Chappelle said.
Several scouts commented that
Harris can free himself for a jump shot
with an assortment of moves and jumping ability that elevates him above
most guards.
"He can work to get his shots." said
George Carle. assistant coach and chief
scout of the San Antonio Spurs. "That
is a rare quality in a college
ballplayer."
Another advantage for Harris is his
experience at working offensively underneath the basket as a forward at
UMO. According to the scouts. Harris
could be able to take his man under the
hoop and shoot over him for high percentage shots, provided he can make
the transition to the guard position in
the NBA.
One scout. Bert Hammel of the
Milwaukee Bucks, feels that Harris
could have trouble getting his shot off
in the NBA due to his positioning of
the ball as he releases.
"I-le could have trouble getting his
shot off. He places the ball right in
front of the defender." Hammel said.

"Harris needs a second to get the shot
off. He'd probably have to come off a
screen and shoot."
Chappelle feels that Harris has to
learn to shoot the ball a little quicker
when he is open and not rely as much
on putting the ball on the floor.
"He's probably not going to 'mat
too many people one-on-one. He needs
to play for a team that runs plays with
a pick offense.'• Hammel added.

Marty Blake. editor of the newsletter
Court Report and consultant to
nearly every pro team in the world.
said. "Rufus has good strength and is
in excellent physical shape.•• A
Chicago scouting report proclaimed
that Harris' strength would help him as
a guard. Brendon Suhr. a scout for the
Atlanta Hawks. added "Rufus has
NBA size as a guard."
Roger Lapham. a former teammate
of Harris and a ninth-round draft pick
of the Milwaukee Bucks. stated.
"Rufus is a strong kid. with ability to
score and rebound. He's good inside
and outside."
Al Menendez. director of player personnel for the New Jersey Nets. while
saying that Harris had a pro 'body and
good physical ability, added that
Harris was at an "in-between size" for
a guard.
Hammel of Milwaukee credited
Harris with good jumping ability. but
Carle of San Antonio said. "His
fireplug build may work against him
with guarding the quick guards and in
playing the transition game. which is
becoming a bigger part of the
professional game."
However. Chappelle said. "Rufus
has played all three positions. He's
even defended some centers. This is a
very unusual situation for a Division
One player."
Harris' major obstacle in pursuit of
a professional basketball career will be
his ability to orient his physical attributes and basketball skills toward
playing the "shooting guard" position
in the NBA. Scouts have questions
concerning his ballhandling ability and
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major obstacle in pursuit of
mai basketball career will ix
to orient his physical atnd basketball skills toward
e "shooting guard" position
A. Scouts have questions
his ballhandling ability and

quickness in defending against Other
guards Detroit Pistons' scout Michael Brunjer stated that Harris played with his
back to the basket a lot, like a forward.
rather than facing the basket like
a
guard.
Aording to Roger Laotian]. Harris
will have to prove his ball-handling
abilitv to the pro scouts.
-lie will have to work on cutting
down on turnovers somewhat, He
committed turnovers because he handled the ball so much, like the turnover
problem 1 arry Bird is has ing now
because he was such a cog for Maine."
I apham said.
"Rufus can be spectacular but has to
work on playing the guard position.
particularly handling the ball." said
Brunjer of Detroit.
Others. such as Bob Warner.
assistant coach of BU. UMO graduate
and former eighth round draft pick of
the Milwaukee Bucks. and John
Miller. scout for the Denver Nuggets
(who have six of the first 51 picks in the
draft). said that Harris' ballhandling
skills is not a potential problem.
Defensively'. Harris has to prove that
he can stay step-for -step with today's
quick NBA guards. Chappelle admits
that Harris has not had to defend
against quick guards during his college
career.
"He has defended so much inside, so
he's nes er had to shut down a
guard
with that first defensive step. He has to
adjust defensively to the guard
position." Charff)elle said.
Hammel of Milwaukee also
questioned Harris' quickness. but
noted that during the Portsmouth
tourney-. he exhibited good positioning
on defense that allows him to help out
his teammates.
The Chicago Bulls scouting report
termed Harris' defensive ability "a
liability." a sentiment which is echoed
by scouting consultant Marty Blake.
"He'll have to work harder on
defense." Blake said.
22 teams choosing from American and
ability to maintain the same standards
Chappelle praised Harris' defensive
Canadian colleges. and also junior
day in and day out against the best
ability underneath the basket.
hockey leagues. In the NBA. there are
basketball players in the world.
"He's a strong defender in the low
22 teams, drafting from college teams
On the other hand. Harris' attitude
hole area. He's a good defender on
a
with 12-15 players. This makes for a
toward basketball could net him a few
forward. but we've asked him to
smaller talent pool for the NBA to pick
points in the eyes of the scouts and
defend a few guards in the past two
from.
But with only 242 player slots coaches.
years. which isn't an easy transition to
and no-cut contracts. it becomes har"Another advantage Rufus has is his
make." Chappelle said.
for college seniors to realize the
der
personality and overall attitude." said
Other scouts are optimistic about
dream of playing in the pros.
Chappelle. "An awful lot of the time.
Harris' defensive potential. FitzsimGenerally. the NBA player personnel
the ninth, tenth and eleventh men stick
mons of Kansas City called
Harris a
people say Harris will go in the middle due to their personality;
'hard-nose'l. good defensive player."
are they
rounds (3-6). Fitzsimmons of Kansas
willing to work hard and play team
while Suhr of Atlanta thought highly
City commented. "Harris' position in
ball? Rufus has that quality. It will
01 Harris' defensive ability
..
the draft could change depending on
help if he is able to show that he is a
"Harris plays good. physical defenwho is drafted and who comes out as
good person in a short tryout period."
se." said Bob Ferry. genera
l manager
hardships."
Harris has the offensive capability to
of the Washington Bullet
s, a team that
But Dick McGuire. head scout of the
play NBA basketball but there are
is reported to be seriou
sly interested in
New York Knicks. predicted Harris
several questions that linger in the
Harris' serv ices.
could go as high as the late second
scouts' minds. One scout. Al MenenOffensively and defensively. Harris
round. McGuire saw Harris at the
dez of New Jersey. suggested that
has to prove to the
NBA that he can
Marque
game
tte
and
"Rufu
said.
had
s
Harris might have to spend some time
gmuaakrethe
d.
transition from forward to
an excellent game." Jim Rodgers. in the minor leagues refining his skills.
director of player personnel for the a la Billy Ray Bates. formerly of
Carle of San Antonio stated "Rufu
the
s
.
Clevel
and Caveliers. expects Harris to
Maine Lumberjacks and most recently
gmuuasrtpick
d._
up the court sense of a
be drafted soon after the second "the Rock" of the Portland Trail
round.
Blazers.
"The only thing that will hold Rufus
But nine of the eleven NBA teams
"He played as a star in college. He
s)ack is that he is not
a bona fide guard.
who would venture a guess agreed that
has a lot of things to learn that could
since he played so much
at forward."
Harris would be picked sometime betkeep him out of the league for a year or
said Roger Lanha
m.
ween the third and the sixth round.
so."
Menendez said. "He might have
-11's tough for
Hammel of Milwaukee said. "A
to play in the minor leagues to work on
the transition for the scouts to make
him from forward to
person who is considered in the middle aspects of his team game."
guard." added Bert Hammel.
round
"He has some points to work on.
s has some question marks in the
(happelle said
that Harris has had
scouts' minds."
but he has a shot." added George
to make
transitions before.
As with any other potential middle Carle of San Antonio.
"Corning in as a freshman, he didn't
draft choice. there are in-,
The sentiment among NBA scouts
round
know which direct
ion he was going to
Harris
abet
and
aid
that
tangib
and
others knowledgeable about the
les
go (forward of guard) But
.
he's gained
NBA draft is that while Rufus Harris
chances of catching on with an NBA
the confidence
to become a superstar
club. Several scouts questioned the has potential both offensively and
that he is."
C'happelle said.
level of competition that Harris faced defensively. there arc phases of his
It should be pointe out that any
d
in college. While Maim) faced the likes game that he will have to work on in
draftuog process is vers unpredictable.
of DePaul. Marquette. I_SU. and order to become one of the 242 players
As Bob Warner
Alabama. they also play the Vermonts in the National Basketball Association.
go
said. "I was told I'd
higher and went lower."
and New Hampshires of the basketball
"Rufus Harris is an NBA prospect."
Still. the NBA draft is the easiest to world. While such scouts as Dick
said Jim Rodgers of the Cleveland
handicap. hut by no means easy. In the McGuire of the Knicks and Bert
NFL there are 28 teams. drafti front Hammel of the Bucks praised Harris' Cavaliers. But Dick McGuire of the
ng
college football teams with
performance
Knicks countered. "He'll have to be in
against
up to 120 36-point
Player rosters. In
the right place at the right time."
the NHL. there arc Marquette. other scouts question his

Prr"

In his four-year stay here at
UMO. Rufus Harris has played
spectacularly and has the
statistics to show it.
Career
2206 career points
21.4 career points per game
average
806 career rebounds
7.8 career rebounds per game
average
Career field goal percentage--46
percent
Career free throw percentage-79 percent one game scoring
Career free throw percentage-79
percent
one game scoring high-36 points
four times
198o
25.6 points per game
211 rebounds
UMO records held
Career
most points-2206
most field goals-834
most field goals attempted -1759
most free throws-538
most free throws attempted 681)
most games played -103
Season
most points-7I8
most games played -28
most field goals-271
most free throws attempted-216
best scoring average-25.6
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Blue and White
game Saturday

UNHinvades Maltaneyfor 2
ts a 2-2 record with a 1.93 ERA and has
pitched well for the Wildcats but has
done so without much luck of late. AfWith the blessings of Mother ter throwing a no-hitter in Florida
Nature. Mahaney Diamond will 'oe during UNH's spring trip and one hitabuzz with activity for the second con- ting Providence. Jones has • since
secutive Saturday. Tomorrow the thrown a two hitter at Rhode Island
crackling hot Black Bear baseball and lost 1-0 and pitched a four hitter
team. winners of seven straight. versus UMass and lost 2-41. He will be
welcome in the University of New no stranger to some of the Maine batHampshire for a Yankee Conference ters since the Portsmouth N.H. native
doubleheader set for a noontime start. played in the Portland Twilight League
At this writing the weather forecast last summer and faced sonic of the
for the weekend would hardly make current Black Bear starters.
one mistake Orono for Fort LauderOther candidates to fire at the Bears
dale. Should rain wash out the twinbill are southpaw Tim O'Shea and Terr
a likely date for re-scheduling would be Williams about whom Coach John
this coming Monday. UNH would Winkin said. "he's had success in the
have an open date after having played past against us."
Boston College in Boston the day
The Cats' hitting has had a Dr
before. Meanwhile Maine would be Jekyll and Mr. Hyde quality to it
forced to move their scheduled Mon- Conner said. "We've had horrible hitday doubleheader with Husson back to ting and then sometimes it's been
Tuesday.
good." he said.
With all this talk aJout bad weather.
Conner blamed the inconsistency
one could hardly' fault UNH coach Ted partially on his team's inactivity and
Conner for searching for a blueprint partially on the quality of hurling his
for Noah's Ark. Conner blames his squad has faced. Nonetheless. he has
team's up and down 6-8 start to a batch sonic then who are slamming the ball.
of postponed games at the start of the Designated hitter Chris C'ollins checks
year.
in with a .421 average, while rightThe Wildcats are 6-8 coming into fielder Mike Salinaro has been partomorrow's showdown. Tuesday was a ticularly hot recently. Batting .4415.
red-letter day for the Granite Staters as Salinero has had in his last seven at
they swept intrastate rival Dartmouth bats. two back-to-back home runs and
14-4 and lo-3. Their previous wins two back-to-back triples. Leftfielder
came in a doubleheader sweep over Paul LeCompte who batted in five runs
Providence and doubleheader splits against Dartmouth. is hitting .156.
with Rhode Island and Holy Cross.
Trying to put the clamps on the
"We've been playing good but we star- preceding hitters will be the Black
ted off bad." was Coach Conner's suc- Bears' top two starters. Skip Clarke
cinct asessment of New Hampshire's and Toni Mahan. Both won in their
season.
last outings. Clark pitched a five hitter
Conner was uncertain yesterday as in UMO's 5-1 win over Fairfield a week
to who would be pitching against ago Thursday. He thus has had over a
Maine. but a good bet would be week's layoff and did sonic throwing
richthander Charlie Jones. Jones snot- to stay sharp yesterday in the
by Scott Colc
Staff writer

The traditional Blue-White
football game promises to be a
wide-open affair tomorrow as
UMO's squad concludes spring
practice with its annual intrasquad scrimmage. The action
begins at io:tioa.m. on Alumni
Field and admission is free.
The Blut squad will be coached
uy unbeaten Blue-White veterans
Orlin Collilouri. Mike Maser
Steve Robichaud and Mike Gerber.
The White squad will bc
coacheu by Kevin Lempa. Vince
Martino. Dave Zumbach. John
Morin and Paul Sundquist

fieldhouse. Mahan last pitched a week
ago in a lo-1 triumph over Vermont
Clark owns a 3-3 record with a 3.11S
ERA and his team leading total of 1:
strikeouts is fourth in the Yankee Conference. The knuckleballing Mahan is
3-2 with a 1.111ERA.
The Bears are now in second place in
the Yankee Conference standings with
a 4-2 record. Leading the league is
UMass with a perfect 4-0 mark. A
Maine sweep of New Hampshire would
then set the stage for a shoot-out with
UMass at high noon on Mahaney
Diamond ne‘t Saturday for first place

THE GREAT LIVING POETS INSTITUTE
BASIL BUNTING
ROBERT CREELEY
CONSTANCE HUNTING

ARCHIBALD MACLEISH
MA Y SA RTON
STEPHEN SPENDER

Two concurrent six-week institutes on new modes in 20th century poetry
will be offered by the University of Maine at Orono, July 14 to August 20,
1980. One will be open to teachers and the general public. The second.
a workshop for practicing poets, will be limited to 18 registrants. The institute will be conducted by Carroll F. Terrell. Editor of Paidemna. Each
of the poets featured will be present for a week to lecture, read, and work
with students and poets. For more information write to Nancy MacKnight,
Chair of the English Department. 303 EM Building.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
ORONO, MAINE 04469
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UMO Student Federal Credit Union
announces the offeringof

of

The Staff the Registrar s GfAct salutes ad Geek men ati women w

Share Certificates

this Groat Greek Weekend. We pledge our continued support toil irorhert

Where you can earn 71
/
2"Ye interest on a minimum

sod seers who often trse our mar/ seroces

deposit of $500. Our certificates will be offered starfing
.the week of May 5-9, 1980, and mature in 90 days. All
members are eligible and may pool their money if
866-2111

necessary.

PAT'S PIZZA
EXTENDS!TS
CONGRATULATIONS
TO UMO
FRATERNIllES
AND
SORORITIES

Student Credit Union Summer Fburs
May Term

Mondays 1-4 P.M.
Fridays 1-6 P.M.

Summer

Mondays 10 A.M

1 PM.

Fridays 1-6 P.M.
Stop in and see how you can bank by mail.
Were more than just a bank.

SERVING THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT', FOR 49 YEARS
VISITOURRREPLACE TAPROOM

SE1

3rd Floor
Memorial Union
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